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The history of the Jewish community in Portugal is ancient and intricate. Beginning with 

the moment of entrance of the Jews in national territory, whereupon there is still no 

consensus among the investigators. Nonetheless, the earliest historical references 

known date back to the 12th century. 

 

In Porto, a city in the North of Portugal with a strong commercial and maritime 

character, the history of the Jews intersects and is a significant part of the history of the 

city itself. Here, working and living side by side with Catholic Christians, Jews have for 

centuries developed their business, particularly in commerce and craft trades.  

 

Nevertheless, the prohibition of Judaism in Portugal at the end of the XVth century, by 

royal decree of King Manuel I, led to the destruction or erasure of practically everything 

concerning the Jewish people – synagogues, symbols, books and objects. And the city 

of Porto was no exception. But the Jewish history of Porto has not been forgotten: in 

recent years, thanks in part to the tourist boom that the city has known, diverse 

historical tourist circuits, centered on the Jewish heritage of the city, were created. 

 

This communication aims to present and analyze some of these circuits, considering in 

particular that there is only one Jewish visitable space - the Kadoorie Mekor Haim 

synagogue, headquarter of the Israeli Community of Porto. Therefore, and in face of an 

almost total absence of material remains that have survived to the present day, we seek 

to discuss the role that these tourist circuits play in the preservation and revitalization 

of the Jewish memory of the city, how they use the Jewish intangible cultural heritage 

to transmit an experience of its historical community and which interpretations of 

historical character regarding the Jewish presence in the city are produced. 
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